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A word from the president

PUS-Hockey is a team with wonderful traditions. One of the main traditions 
is that the next President must be elected so, that he who’s going to be the 
President must not know he’s becoming one. Luckily our team held on to 
the tradition, and elected me as the new President.  Me, who most was at 
the gym at the time of the election. There’s been a rumor that I was elected 
only because I was the only candidate who bench pressed over 100kg. Or 
then it was because of my 18-year old blonde sister…
 
Of course I was supremely proud of my new title, not only because the 
President of the PUS-Hockey is ranked in the top-5 most powerful men in 
Finland, but also because of the publicity in the media. Fortunately I have 
gotten great support from our former President, Eemeli “Raikka” Kivinen, 
and at least till today I’ve managed to handle all of my duties and 
responsibilities without any bigger failures or scandals.
 
The season 2011 – 2012 has been both normal and quite abnormal for us. 
We achieved one of our goals, which was not to fall to the IV-division, but 
also not to end up in the II-division. We also won the unofficial UniHockey 
–league, which was played between the university teams in Helsinki area. 
Unfortunately the end of the season has not been easy for us. One reason 
is the enormous amount of injuries we’ve had, and even though our roster 
should contain closer to 30 players, sometimes we’ve had to play only with 
11 or 8 players. I have to admit that I was one of the injured ones, and I 
haven’t played nearly any games this season. But instead of playing hockey 
I’ve been doing other almost as honorable activities, like drinking 
Thai-whiskey in Thailand and Weissbier in Austria. No wonder our treasurer 
is scratching his head when he’s looking at our bank account.
 
Last year I couldn’t participate in the legendary NSC-tournament because I 
was downhill skiing in the Alps. It means that this year is going to be my first 
time in the NSC, and I’m really looking forward to it. Not only because I’ve 
finally recovered from my injury, and I can play, but also because 
PUS-Hockey is definitely going to win the tournament this year! 
Our opponents are going to see 17 amazingly shredded players with a 
ravenous look in their eyes, so if we can’t win with skills, at least we’re going 
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to win by skating. Or, if nothing else works, by drinking.
 
In conclusion, I hope and I trust that the NSC, the ultimate climax of our 
season, is going to be as fabulous as I’ve heard, and that everyone enjoys it! 
I’m also pretty sure that most of the PUSsies are going to enjoy the beautiful 
Norwegian girls… and landscapes! The hunt for the MVP-trophy is on!
 
Abebe,
 
Kakkonen 
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Coach's thoughts

This year´s NCS at Trondheim we have 

gathered the hardest and strongest Pus what 

has ever seen in the history of this tournament. 

We have almost twenty players this year, some 

are from foreign country, some from solarium 

and some straight from the gym going some 

isolating moves. So we have a tight roster this 

year, and we are here for the GOLD, (and of 

course for the booze, cheap girls and disorder).

This is my first year of being a coach of 

Pus-Hockey. The road has been like a 

rollercoaster, lot´s of up´s and downs. Me 

being a coach means also that I must be a 

example on the ice. I demand points, big heart 

and body checks. To myself that means being a 

leader on defensemen score board. 

It hasn’t all ways been just winning. Sometimes you 
have to lose. This year lack of players and multiple injuries has limited our ability to be our 

best at the games. But still I see a bright future 
among this team. We have a brilliant individuals and 
skilled defender players but the strongest area is 
the team spirit. The great team spirit is built in 
saunailta, and I believe that it is the golden way to 
make this team better.

- Butte
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Statistics
Name   Ga Go Pa P P/G Penalties
SAARNIKKO Juuso 18 21 16 37 2,06 6
PALOTIE Jussi  17 15 15 30 2 0
SJÖBLOM Ville  18 13 13 26 1,44 12
PALLASMAA Aaro 17 7 13 20 1,18 22 
VIITANEN Joonas 20 5 12 17 0,88 38
KOLPPANEN Jouni 14 7 8 15 1,07 12
KIVINEN Eemeli  15 8 6 14 0,93 18
SUORTTI Samuli 13 3 11 14 1.08 4
LUOTO Antti  17 5 8 13 0,76 33
KÖHLER Max  9 3 10 13 1,44 8
MUSTONEN Pasi 14 4 8 12 0,8 4
HALAVAARA Lauri 10 3 8 11 1 10
KÖHLER Klaus  11 2 8 10 0,91 6
SALO Martti-Veikko 16 2 7 9 0,56 10
HOLMA Tuukka  7 1 8 9 1,28 4
VUORINEN Sakari 9 3 4 7 0,78 8
KUJALA Miikka  8 2 4 6 0,75 8
PELTONEN Kristian 12 2 4 6 0,5 4
SAALASTI Tomi  3 4 1 5 1.67 2
WILLBERG Jon  10 2 3 5 0,5 10
KANTOLA Jose  5 1 1 2 0,4 0
HEINONEN Teemu 7 1 1 2 0,29 4
LAITINEN Heikki 11 1 1 2 0,18 6
ISAKSSON Jari  2 0 0 0 0 2
KUJALA Jukka  1 0 0 0 0 0
      
      
Name   Games Goals Goals/game Passes  
RINNEVALLI Olli  6 24 6  0  
KUNNAS Jussa  15 124 8,27  1

It hasn’t all ways been just winning. Sometimes you 
have to lose. This year lack of players and multiple injuries has limited our ability to be our 

best at the games. But still I see a bright future 
among this team. We have a brilliant individuals and 
skilled defender players but the strongest area is 
the team spirit. The great team spirit is built in 
saunailta, and I believe that it is the golden way to 
make this team better.
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PUS-Hockey winning in `97
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PUS-Hoceys christmas sauna in a nutshell
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Player cards

Name: Joonas Viitanen
Number: 21
PUS-name: Butte
Years @ PUS: 3
Height: 183 cm
Weight: sharp 89
Shoots: Love dong
Position: Huggy bear
Idol: Tom of Finland
Achievements: Almost winning NCS 2010

Name: Tuukka Holma
Number: 23
PUS-name: Syko ”A” 
Years @ PUS: 4,5
Height: 184 cm
Width: Typical Finnish male body
Shoots: Left
Position: Forward
Idol: Michael Jordan
Achievements: I’m faster skater than my father

Name: Aaro PallasmaaNumber: 25
PUS-name: Yves 
Years @ PUS: 9
Height: 190 cm
Weight: 85 kg
Shoots: Left
Position: Right wing
Idol: Ville Peltonen at WC-tournament 1995Achievements: Few NSC-medals, seven seasons at PUS without doing any defence

Name: Juuso Saarnikko
Number: 26
PUS-name: Slogi 
Years @ PUS: 3
Height: 185 cm
Weight: 82 kg
Shoots: Right
Position: Forward / attacking 
defenceman
Idol: Bobby Orr
Achievements: Slap-shot
 goal at PUS’s debut-game10          
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Name: Jon Willberg
Number: 6
PUS-name: Pepe 
Years @ PUS: 12
Height: 184,7 cm
Weight: 99,9 kg
Shoots: Left
Position: Defence
Idol: -
Achievements: Owns a key to
Otaniemi’s basement secret bar

Name: Jukka Kujala
Number: 15
PUS-name: Stoja 
Years @ PUS: 5
Height: 173 cm
Weight: 68 kg
Shoots: Left
Position: Forward
Idol: Saku Koivu
Achievements: A-series champ at season 

00-01, SJL’s Fair Play -trophy at season 99-00

Name: Jose Kantola
Number: 11
PUS-name: Peto
Years @ PUS: 3
Height: 174 cm
Weight: Growing all the time
Shoots: Left
Position: Forward
Idol: Raimo Helminen
Achievements: Silver from NSC 2010

Name: Jouni Kolppanen
Number: 8
PUS-name: Rysty 
Years @ PUS: 3
Height: 175 cm
Weight: 80 kg
Shoots: Left
Position: Wing
Idol: Antti Pihlström
Achievements: Discovered the 
greatness of ice-hockey again 
after five years
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Name: Jari Isaksson
Number: 16
PUS-name: Afru 
Years @ PUS: 3
Height: 190 cm
Weight: 80 kg
Shoots: Left
Position: Forward
Idol: Pekka Tuomisto
Achievements: In future

Name: Max Köhler

Number: 10
PUS-name: Kyylare/Kööleri 

Years @ PUS: 10

Height: 192 cm
Width: 80 cm 

Shoots: Left
Position: Forward

Idol: Väinö
Achievements: ”I’m too humble to praise myself”

Name: Eemeli KivinenNumber: Depends, with jeans 36PUS-name: RaikkaYears @ PUS: 4
Height: 190 cm
Weight: 110 kg
Shoots: More into one more trick...Position: DefenceIdol: Tukkajuttujen keksijäAchievements: Not a single

Name: Klaus Köhler

Number: 12

PUS-name: Reku

Years @ PUS: 9

Height: 187 cm

Weight: 82 kg

Shoots: L

Position: Forward

Idol: Yzerman

Achievements: Performed medical procedures with 

strange sounding latin

names on both teammates and opponents.

Name: Ville Sjöblom

Number: 24
PUS-name: Pyyhe 

Years @ PUS: 3
Height: 183 cm
Weight: OK
Shoots: Left
Position: First chain

Idol: Teppo Numminen

Achievements: In future
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names on both teammates and opponents. Name: Martti-Veikko Salo

Number: 17
PUS-name: Hendry

Years @ PUS: 8

Height: 178 cm
Width: 52 cm
Shoots: Left
Position: Defence

Idol: Teppo Numminen

Achievements: NSC-tourna-

ment champ year 2005

Name: Heikki Laitinen

Number: 9
PUS-name: Loka 
Years @ PUS: 11
Height: 189
Width: Thin 
Shoots: Left
Position: Defence
Idol: Raipe
Achievements: NSC-tournament 

champ

Name: Miikka Kujala
Number: 13
PUS-name: Siili 
Years @ PUS: 4
Height: 5’9”
Weight: 150 lb
Shoots: Right
Position: Center
Idol: Joe Thornton
Achievements: Recieved the best PUS-player of the year trophy Papan-malja 2009, elected as PUS-hockeys coach 2010

Name: Simo Tuominen
Number: 2
PUS-name: Luukku
Years @ PUS: 8
Height: 175
Weight: 67
Shoots: Left
Position: Goalie
Idol: -
Achievements: 5 NTC tournaments
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Name: Jussi Palotie

Number: 14
PUS-name: Pannu 

Years @ PUS: 1

Height: 172
Weight: Same as height

Shoots: Left
Position: Forward

Idol: Marko Kiprusoff

Achievements: Player of the 

year in EVU 2008

Name: Tomi Saalasti
Number: 4
PUS-name: Kakkonen
Years @ PUS: 2
Height: 185cm
Weight: 94 kg
Shoots: Left
Position: Forward
Idol: Zetterberg, Datsyuk
Achievements: PUS-Hockey Bench 
Press Champion 2011, Bronze in a 
hockey tournament 1998

Name: Jussa Kunnas
Number: 31
PUS-name: Pensseli   
Years @ PUS: 2
Height: 176cm
Weight: 70kg
Shoots: Left
Position: Goalie
Idol: Mikko Koivu
Achievements: A Shutout.

Name: Kristian Peltonen

Number: 26

PUS-name: Lasti, Vastaava 

Years @ PUS: 2

Height: 186cm

Weight: 81 kg

Shoots: Left

Position: Center

Idol: Esa Tikkanen

Achievements: Passed the 

try-out to PUS-Hockey!
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Name: Olli Rinnevalli
Number: 0
PUS-name: Taco
Years @ PUS: 2
Height: 188
Weight: 78
Shoots: Left
Position: Goalie
Idol: Pauli Levokari
Achievements: Surviving PUS-Hockey’s sauna sessions!

Name: Sakari Vuorinen
Number: 3
PUS-name: Kiäli
Years @ PUS: 2
Height: 180 cm (with 6,5 cm hat)Weight: 141 lb
Shoots: Left
Position: Usually defence
Idol: Father
Achievements: Having 
coolest/brightest jacket ever!

Name: Samuli Suortti
Number: 22
PUS-name: Ploppi
Years @ PUS: Rookie year
Height: 175 cm
Weight: 69 kg
Shoots: Left
Position: Center
Idol: Paula Koivuniemi
Achievements: -

Name: Antti Luoto

Number: 16

PUS-name: Parru

Years @ PUS: Rookie year

Height: 186 cm

Weight: 100 kg

Shoots: Left

Position: Defense

Idol: Raikka

Achievements: Was once ahead of 

Raikka in points
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NSC 2011

Wednesday, 30.3.
This year our NSC-tournament started months before usual as we had the 
privilege to create the tournament of our dreams. Butte, Stoja, Slogi and 
Raikka were the master architects on this case. We managed to start the 
tournament as we had planned, by humiliating tAMPERE 5-4. Of course we 
could have made the numbers a lot worse for tAMPERE but we decided that 
making them feel like they had a chance would make them feel even worse!
After the first day of extreme hockey, we had a traditional sauna evening so 
the players could relax and recover a bit. Our mastermind Butte told us that 
he had arranged some special shit for late evening and no one could expect 
what was about to happen. By the way, at some point our Norwegian cou-
linarists laid some special shit of their own on our used-to-be-delicious Pyt-
tipannu and tried to feed this stuff to our gullible pojkar. After this Norwe-
gian surpise it was time for something special. Soon we found ourselves in a 
staring competition against pair of (female) boobs wiggling on the stage of 
Rantsu.

Thursday, 31.3.
Second morning at the icehall. The hockeyists seemed more or less tired 
but that was soon taken care of with XL3, the ultimate source of energy and 
good feeling. PUS was on their way to the finals but then the curse of home 
tournament struck us in a form of bribed referees.  The game was taken to 
penalty shootout, the opponent managed to score one out of three (lucky 
bastards) whereas our coach trusted on our most hangoverish guys. No 
good, no goal. Lucky goalie also.
The second evening started in Leppävaara with a fierce bowling tourna-
ment with cold lasagna and warm beer afterwards. Later that night we took 
a bus to Helsinki and enjoyed discount beverages and live music at Molly 
Malones bar. Basic stuff, nothing to remember. Some strange things hap-
pened in the bus, though. Disturbing things.

Friday, 1.4.
Third morning, the moment of truth. A day to remember. Everyone was 
getting their hair and other areas done for the big day and huge night. But 
before the banquet we had to finish the tournament. Due to the terrible 
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referees it was obvious that the best team couldn’t make it to the finals so 
enough of that. There was also an all-star match which was a confusing 
experience with goalies as forwards and even gorillas on ice.
 
As some of you may know the previous banquet in Helsinki was a huge 
disappointment with only a few ladies attending. So, we made sure that this 
time things would be different: for example we placed posters of naked Siili 
all over the universities of Helsinki and did some other advertising as well. 
For no surprise, the place was filled up with hot Finnish girls in no time! It 
isn’t easy to recall any details of the banquet, maybe that’s for the best. The 
feedback we got later was excellent so the Norwegians are going to have a 
hard time this year trying to improve from 2011.
 
- Taco & Pensseli 
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PUS-History
Surely everyone knows the giant of ice hockey - PUS-Hockey. But where the 
name comes from? The ”hockey” part of the name is quite obvious, but what 
about PUS? PUS is an abbreviation of Polyteknikkojen Urheiluseura 
(polyteknisk idrottsförening) which is over one hundred years old sport 
club at the HUT - Helsinki University of Technology (today Aalto University 
School of Science). The first sport trainings were held at the predecessor of 
HUT already at the 19th century. The predecessor of PUS – P.V. & U.S. - was 
founded as early as 1903 and its name was changed to PUS at 1916. PUS 
played its first ball games on ice at 1907. At that time the sport was bandy 
and the PUS team was successful from the start. For instance in 1908 PUS 
won the Stockholm team where also at the time the future king of Sweden 
Kustaa VI Adolf was playing. It’s fair to say that PUS has been beating the 
Swedes all its history.

PUS – the time of hockey
PUS-Hockey was established on 2nd of October 1970. Mission for this new 
club was to get as many technical students as possible to participate into 
raising their physical condition at outdoors and in fresh air. I must say that 
today many of us who still continue playing at PUS have noticed that our 
physical condition is not improving much, but maybe it’s not degenerating 
as fast as it would otherwise. However from the start of PUS-Hockey the 
main idea has been to have fun with a bunch of like-minded people, in a 
rink as well as at our famous – or notorious – sauna nights. This spirit of 
PUS-Hockey lives on strong still today. The start of the team was maybe not 
very professional, since during the first year it was decided that the team 
would have to buy hockey gear for its players before the beginning of the 
second season. But even without gear PUS was close to invincible – in the 
5th division. 
During the years our team has won almost everything an ice hockey player 
can dream of. Starting from 1973 PUS has been playing almost without 
exception in the 3th division – the fifth highest league in Finland – with 
great success and also won the OLLiiga, which is an ice hockey tournament 
for Finnish students. Most importantly PUS-Hockey has won the NSC-
tournament several times and NSC is still every year the high point of the 
season. It is said that PUS-team has come home from NSC more times with 
the championship trophy – golden figure skating skates – than without.
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PUS-Hockey has been also represented in international games. In 1981 four 
PUS players played for Team Finland in Universiade in Jaca, Spain. They sco-
red 2nd after Canada. For example Erkka Westerlund played with them.
At the end of a season 1996-97 PUS-Hockey was just one point away from 
qualifying to the 2nd division and was leading the last game of the qualifi-
cations 5 to 0 before the last period. The thought of the sweet victory cham-
pagne obviously was too much to our players, and as the team headed back 
to the rink to play away the remaining period, the game turned out to be 
something else than just a formality. PUS managed to lose the game 5 to 6, 
and remained in the 3th division.  The team could reach to the qualifications 
the following season as well, but with no success. This was maybe all for the 
best, because it might be hard to succeed in the 2nd division with just one 
practice a week.

PUS – the traditions
Sauna nights are a big part of PUS-Hockey tradition. A few times a year 
PUS-players gather together to talk about how the season is going or how 
well our team succeeded. During the night we sit in a sauna and sometimes 
even drink a beer or two. One of the main customs of the sauna nights is the 
admission of new players to the team. If an ice hockey player wants to come 
and play in PUS-Hockey he needs to come to a sauna night, stand on a table 
and answer some difficult questions coming from the team members. The 
questions are for instance does the applicant have sisters, how old are they 
and most importantly – what are they cup sizes. A layman might not realize 
the point for asking the cup size of somebody’s sister, when that somebody 
is trying to get into an ice hockey team, but rest assured – it’s actually very 
important. As they are accepted into our team, the new PUS-players are also 
given a PUS-name. A PUS-name is most times based on the answers the 
applicant gives during he’s initiation. Now you might figure out how one of 
our players is named DD (double D’s).

PAINOTALOMAINOS

His PUS-story
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Rookies CORNA
I am Antti Luoto and I’m playing my rookie season in PUS-hockey.  I started 
playing hockey at the age of 5 or 6 I think. First two seasons I was playing in 
local neighborhood-league called “Korttelikiekko”. Then it was time to step 
it up so I joined in Hyvinkään Jää-Ahmat. In English it means “Hyvinkää´s 
Ice- Wolverines”.  There I played for many years as a defenseman and gained 
reputation as a hard hitter.  Biggest accomplishments in Wolverines for me, 
was probably playing in B-juniors l-division. Last to season in Hyvinkää I 
played in A-juniors ll-division. Those two years were really bad for our team 
and hockey wasn´t that fun anymore. 

Gladly it all changed when I started studying at Aalto University and went 
to PUS-hockey’s tryouts. I was lucky enough to be picked as one of the 
tree players who made it through to the excruciating Training camp which 
lasted the whole autumn. Whit December came the infamous PUS-Hockey´s 
Christmas-Sauna. I survived it and was given my PUS-name” Parru”, which 
means “log” in English. 

In the first season in PUS-hockey I´ve had the most fun in a long time in 
ice hockey. All the guys in our team are really great and I have made many 
friends during this season. Even though our season hasn´t been the bright-
est result-wise, we still have fun and I feel like it is great coming to games or 
to training every time. That is something that I haven´t been able to say in a 
couple years.

- Parru
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Editor's apologies
WazzUP! 
 
 “As you can see, we really gave our everything and raised the bar for the 
rookie(s) responsible for creating next year’s release.” 
- Taco & Pensseli, Season 2010-2011 
 
I think we nailed it. The bar is even higher for rookies next year. For Ploppi 
this was second project for PUS. New website is still under constuction but 
it will be ready when PUS elects next webmaster and he or SHE does all the 
needed work.  
 
This project started on a cold wednesday morning when we arrived to our 
third editor’s place. The third guy was our unofficial graphical designer. 
Outsourcing is the best way go get job done if you don’t have clue what 
to do.  We did what we do best. We just layed on the couch and listened 
Robin’s new album which is great. At least Parru thinks so... 
- Ploppi & Parru 
 
Designer’s peptalk for next year :  

Ice... what? 
- Chadetz 
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